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Abstract 

By knowing the psychological state of drivers, fatal road accidents can readily be prevented. Due 
to the drowsiness status of car drivers, many road accidents happen. This article offers head 
motion which alerts the individual during somnolence. In warning controls during the original 
sleep cycle stage of drowsiness, the integrated system based on the psychological status of a 
topic is helpful for tracking head motions.By tracking head movements using an accelerometer, 
the physiological sleep status assessment of the topic can be determined. If it sleeps, an alarm 
will ring to wake it up. Sensors allowed via the Internet of Things (IOT) communicate all 
information gathered through an intelligent grid network for fast action on urgent situations by 
the rapid response team. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The paper "Drowsy State Detection Method for Driver Monitoring Function was submitted by 
Masahiro Miyaji. Based on Driver's psychosomatic state driving adaptive safety system, the 
amount of road accidents is anticipated to be reduced very strongly. Drowsiness is regarded as a 
key risk factor that may lead to more accidents on the road. When a driver is drowned, the 
impact of the heartbeat and eye movement may fluctuate. Electrocardiogram (ECG) has obtained 
a heart rate. In the ECG waveform the maximum entropy method was used to calculate the heart 
rate variability (HRV). Infrared CCD camera to capture the gaze and eyelid closure direction was 
implemented[1]–[3]. This research assumed that both the HRV and the blinking length 
concurrent measurements could be helpful means of detecting drowsiness in real time[1], [4]–
[8]. The technique for estimating the onset of drowsiness, which can be integrated into the 
psychosomatic driver's adoptive safety promotion scheme for the decrease of road accidents, was 
suggested. 
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Figure-1 Block diagram of the proposed prototype 

 

RESULTS 

The MEMS sensor detects the driver's head motion and sends a signal to the mobile phone 
number that shows drowsiness. The limit switch detects the event of a crash and then sends the 
signal to the mobile number registered. If the driver can’t run his phone, the condition can be 
indicated by pushing an emergency button during emergency situations. The SMS will be sent to 
the registered number when the driver is drunk. The registered mobile number shall be sent in all 
four instances an SMS with the car place. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Most portable devices provide unlimited data storage and synchronization access to internet 
facilities with other remote phones. Faster information collection and fast decision making of 
integrated computer systems are therefore essential for real-time apps in order to make cars 
secure, automatic, responsive and smart. Simple sensors interfacing to different micro-control 
systems allows the control of the embedded system to take precise choices on emergency 
circumstances at advanced automation concentrations and to provide sensor information over a 
smarts grid.In addition, the development of smart grids is not machine-to-machine but fascinates 
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the entire process of communication between humans and machines. Through tracking for a 
rapid, secure and efficient reaction for secure road trips, IoT can thus revolutionize the 
interaction between embedded systems and can react to a range of apps, particularly in the event 
of vulnerable night riders. 
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